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When Faith Flickers, Stoke the Fire No one sins out of duty. We sin because it
offers some promise of happiness. That promise enslaves us–until we believe
that God is more desirable than life itself (Psalm 63:3). Only the power of God’s
superior promises in the gospel can emancipate our hearts from servitude to the
shallow promises and fleeting pleasures of sin. In this twelve-chapter study guide
developed by Desiring God, you will find practical ways to sever the clinging roots
of sin that ensnare us, including anxiety, pride, shame, impatience,
covetousness, bitterness, despondency, and lust. Delighting in the bounty of
God’s glorious gospel promises will free us for a less sin-encumbered life, to the
glory of Christ. Rooted in solid biblical reflection, this book aims to help guide you
through the battles to the joys of victory by the power of the gospel and its
superior pleasure.
Courageous Love for Teens by Stacy Mitch with Emily Stimpson brings to teen
girls the excellence of Stacy Mitch's Courageous Bible study series for adult
women. Drawing again upon the richness of our Catholic tradition, Stacy explores
authentic Christian feminism as she guides teen girls into the world and Word of
God.
Holiness is a challenge for contemporary Jewish thought. The concept of
holiness is crucial to religious discourse in general and to Jewish discourse in
particular. "Holiness" seems to express an important feature of religious thought
and of religious ways of life. Yet the concept is ill defined. This collection explores
what concepts of holiness were operative in different periods of Jewish history
and bodies of Jewish literature and offers preliminary reflections on their
theological and philosophical import today. The contributors illumine some of the
major episodes concerning holiness in the history of the development in the
Jewish tradition. They are challenged to think about the problems and potential
implicit in Judaic concepts of holiness, to make them explicit, and to try to retrieve
the concepts for contemporary theological and philosophical reflection. Not all of
the contributors push into philosophical and theological territory, but they all
provide resources for the reader to do so. Holiness is elusive but it need not be
opaque. This volume makes Jewish concepts of holiness lucid, accessible, and
intellectually engaging.
This volume titled: The Spirit-Filled Life is the first of a three-volume series that
completes the basic studies for level C of the ABCDE Discipleship Plan of the
Church of the Nazarene in the Mesoamerica Region. The series is called: Filled
with the Spirit and covers 9 months of studies. Each book contains 13
discipleship lessons focused on the consolidation and growth needs of people
who have recently been incorporated into local church membership. These
lessons have been written with the thoughtful discipler/teacher in mind, and offers
guidelines about how the teacher should instruct the group of new members in
such a way that the class is interesting, dynamic and applicable to their lives.
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These books present the doctrine and practice of the life of holiness in simple
practical language, and at the same time connect with the ideas of the
contemporary world. The holy life is studied emphasizing: A) The natural and
progressive changes that are produced in the Christian, as a result of the action
of the Holy Spirit in one's life; changes that are observable not only by oneself,
but by all those around him or her. B) The life full of the love of God as an
indispensable requirement to serve the Lord and our fellow man. C) The
progressive and total transformation of the life of believers as we become more
and more like Jesus Christ. Each lesson presents a new opportunity for God to
continue to work and transform each disciple so that we all might become more
like Jesus in the way we think, in our emotions, and lifestyle, through bible
studies, examples and illustrations, self-assessment exercises, reflection, as well
as the opportunity to set new goals for spiritual growth. Table of Contents
Discipleship ABCDE How to use this book Lesson 1 - Who are we and where did
we come from? Lesson 2 - The destructive power of sin Lesson 3 - The role of
the Holy Spirit in our salvation Lesson 4 - The human part of salvation Lesson 5 Salvation: a transformative experience Lesson 6 - Sinful attitudes that need to be
cleansed Lesson 7 - Natural, carnal or spiritual? Lesson 8 - A long and
dangerous childhood Lesson 9 - How to receive the fullness of the Spirit of love
Lesson 10 - From Simon to Peter: Internal Changes Resulting from the fullness
of the Spirit Lesson 11 - Perfect Love: Lifestyle of the Spirit-filled Christian
Lesson 12 - Common errors about the fullness of the Spirit Lesson 13 - Setting
goals for my spiritual life
'Holiness and Ministry' is a response to the call of the World Council of Churches
for renewed theological reflection on the biblical roots of ordination to strengthen
the vocational identity of the ordained and to provide a framework for ecumenical
dialogue.
How do we live holy lives? Learn what holiness is and how to say "no" to the things that
hinder it.
Lessons for Living is a curriculum designed to help Christian leaders shepherd, mentor,
and disciple others in the various aspects of holiness as prescribed in God’s Word.
This study offers weekly reminders about the doctrine of holiness and real-life
application and scenarios that Christians face each day as they strive to walk in
holiness. Lessons for Living encourages readers to spend time in the Word of God, and
can be used individually or within study groups, discipleship groups, Sunday School
classes, weekly Bible Studies, or life-enrichment groups. Our desire is that these
lessons, each outlined with a Key Verse, Discussion Questions, and a Final Thought to
Remember, encourage each reader to dig deeper into the Word of God and understand
how and why God desires for His people to live in holiness.
Divino Companero explores the necessary foundations for constructing a Hispanic
Pentecostal Christology. Although traditionally Pentecostal Christologies have been
anchored in a two-nature Chalcedonian model, Alfaro proposes that Spirit-Christology
is a more suitable paradigm for a Hispanic Pentecostal Christology, provided it is
grounded in the experience, faith, and worship of its community and oriented toward
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liberative praxis. After reviewing the christological reflection of early Pentecostals and
the contemporary turn to Spirit-Christology, Alfaro lays out the main components
needed to construct a christological model born out of the Hispanic Pentecostal reality,
rooted in the broader Pentecostal christological imagination, and informed by the
Pentecostal way of doing theology. Following this method, Alfaro concludes the central
metaphor of Hispanic Pentecostal Christology is El Divino Companero, for in their
pilgrimage through this world it is Jesus, the Divine Companion, who through the Spirit
guides and nurtures his followers on their way back home.
A commentary that correlates directly with the Adult BIL Sunday School curriculum.
Includes music.
Answer key for Building Spelling Skills, grade 8.
Living a holy life in an unholy world can seem a formidable challenge. Through daily
renewal in the Word of God, A Woman's Guide to Personal Holiness offers a Scriptural
blueprint for holy living. This topical workbook Bible study contains 12 weekly lessons
that take women through the Old and New Testaments with a personal challenge for a
Christlike lifestyle.
Helps all Christians who desire to grow deeper in their relationship with Christ,
identifying the primary marks of a disciple as outlined in the New Testament and
addressing several key issues related to the practice of discipleship and the
responsibility of disciple-making. Original.
Winter Theme: Holy This Spring, lessons center around the theme “Holy.” Holy Living
These lessons continue a unit we began last quarter on the first Sunday of February. It
proceeded through all of February and continues through March. The eight lessons of
the unit invite us to think about what it means to be the people of God and to pursue
holy living. The four lessons for March help us examine how God defines holiness, how
holiness is nourished, what holiness means in terms of sexual morality, and how we
ought to pray. Much of this unit overlaps Lent, which is an especially appropriate time to
think about holiness. Spiritual Practice: Fasting Scriptures: Leviticus 19:1-37; 1 Peter
2:1-10; 1 Corinthians 6:12-20; Matthew 6:5-18 New in Christ The theme of this unit
draws its direction from the Apostle Paul’s words in 2 Corinthians 5:17, which is used
as the key verse for each lesson. In the first lesson, we look at the resurrection of
Jesus, which is the basis for our new creation. Over the remaining three lessons, we
consider some of the ways we are new in Christ: we live by new standards, we behave
differently, and we allow ourselves to become carriers of the gospel message. Spiritual
Practice: Sabbath Scriptures: Luke 24:13-35; 2 Corinthians 5:11-21; Ephesians
4:21-32; 2 Corinthians 4:7-20 God Revealed This five-lesson unit explores some of the
ways God has revealed God’s self in the biblical account. These include selfdeclaration, quietness, through Jesus, visions, and love. God is not limited to these
avenues of expression, of course, but the lessons helps us grasp some of the scope of
the ways God comes to us. Spiritual Practices: Praise, thanksgiving, and song
Scriptures: Exodus 33:12-23; 34:5-8; 1 Kings 19:9-18; Luke 9:28-36; Daniel 7:1-14; 1
John 4:7-21 Hundreds of thousands of people each week have transformative
encounters with God through Adult Bible Studies—Bible-based, Christ-focused Sunday
school lessons and midweek Bible studies endorsed by the Curriculum Resources
Committee of The United Methodist Church. In fall 2019, based on feedback from
hundreds of readers, we made exciting changes designed to benefit Bible study groups.
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For 2020, in response to additional feedback, we are reintroducing printed focal Bible
passages in both the Student and Teacher books. Lessons follow the church seasons,
including Advent and Lent, and include suggestions for developing spiritual practices to
help nurture your faith. Published quarterly, each week's Student Book lesson lists
background Scripture, features key verses, provides reliable and relevant biblical
explanation and application, and more, in a readable font size that is accessible to
everyone. Visit AdultBibleStudies.com and sign up for the FREE weekly newsletter to
automatically receive the FREE Current Events Supplement and other information
about these resources and more!
Revelation is one of the most controversial books of the Bible. Some people love its
prophetic writings, while others reject its end time connotation. John, an apostle of
Christ, was given this prophetic word to give to the seven churches of Asia Minor. A
blessing was pronounced over all who reads and understand it. In this 2nd lesson, you
will understand the message God gave to John concerning the 7 churches’ spiritual
condition in Asia Minor, and how these same messages can be used to help the Body
of Christ today. May God bless you and open your heart to what He has to say to the
church.
Holiness should mark the life of every Christian. But holiness often is hard to
understand. In the 12 lessons in this companion study guide to The Pursuit of Holiness
(ISBN 9781576839324) by Navigator author Jerry Bridges, you can discover the
Bible’s guidelines for holy living. As you develop a deeper relationship with God, you
will learn more about His character, grow in maturity, and understand the role the Holy
Spirit plays in your pursuit of holiness.
Lessons for Living (volume 3) Heroes of Faith is a curriculum designed to provide a
more profound appreciation of the Heroes of Faith as listed in Hebrews 11, an
impressive list of remarkable and heroic men and women whose biblical accounts stand
out to encourage and strengthen the faith of the reader. The reader will be challenged
to reflect on and make an assessment of his/her own faith at various times throughout
the study. The contemporary relevance and necessity of faith in the life of the believer
will be stressed. Our desire is that these lessons, each outlined with a Key Verse,
Discussion Questions, and a Final Thought to Remember, encourage each reader to
dig deeper into the Word of God.
Bigger, stronger, better! This newly revised edition of Anderson's best-seller retains all
of the great features that have made it an indispensable tool for busy pastors.
Combining concise but insightful textual notes with a wide range of creative preaching
ideas, each chapter provides plenty of starting points for developing stimulating
sermons that make the scriptures come alive for the people in the pews. In addition to a
convenient sermon planning template plus overviews of Matthew (the featured Gospel
narrator in Cycle A) and each liturgical season, every week's material includes: a listing
of applicable Revised Common, Roman Catholic, and Episcopal lectionary texts; a
theme for the day; brief commentary on the Old Testament, New Testament, and
Gospel lessons; a prayer for the day; theological reflections reflections exploring
relationships between the texts; possible preaching approaches with suggested titles
and sermon angles; additional illustrations to flesh out the message.
As the nation's most popular annual Bible commentary for more than two decades, the
Standard Lesson Commentary provides 52 weeks of study in a single volume and
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combines thorough Bible study with relevant examples and questions. The ESV SLC
Paperback Edition is perfect as the primary resource for an adult Sunday school class
and personal study or as a supplemental resource for any curriculum that follows the
ISSL/Uniform Series. Nearly two dozen ministers, teachers, and Christian education
specialists provide the Bible commentary, lesson plans, discussion questions, and other
features that make the Standard Lesson Commentary the most popular annual Bible
commentary available. The Standard Lesson Commentary is based on the popular
Uniform Series, also called the International Sunday School Lessons. This series,
developed by scholars from several church fellowships, provides an orderly study of the
Bible in a 6-year period.
This title is available on eBook! For more information see: www.MennoMedia.org/ebooks Erland Waltner explains how 1 Peter applies Jesus' teaching on loving the
enemy to the life situation of scattered Christians in Asia Minor. Peter empowers
believers to be communities of hope, not retaliating for the abuse they suffer, but
bearing witness of their Lord by word, lifestyle, and doing good. J. Daryl Charles shows
how 2 Peter and Jude are relevant since the church still faces ethical compromises and
pastoral dilemmas. Their apocalyptic imagery stresses that the concerns of Christian
faithfulness and faith are absolutely crucial. The church needs such moral exhortation.
Table of Contents (PDF) Read the Introduction to 1-2 Peter (PDF) Read the
Introduction to Jude (PDF) Check out other commentaries in this series!
Often those with the deepest hurt appreciate grace most. Which may explain why Peter, the
apostle who once denied his Savior, wrote a remarkable letter that celebrated the hope and
grace found in Christ. Based on Warren Wiersbe’s Be Hopeful, this eight-week of study of 1
Peter contains fresh insights that help connect God’s truth with everyday life.
This document's purpose is to spell out the Church's understanding of the nature of
revelation--the process whereby God communicates with human beings. It touches upon
questions about Scripture, tradition, and the teaching authority of the Church. The major
concern of the document is to proclaim a Catholic understanding of the Bible as the "word of
God." Key elements include: Trinitarian structure, roles of apostles and bishops, and biblical
reading in a historical context.
Author Stacy Mitch's background in college campus evangelization comes through loud and
clear in this biblically rich and eminently practical study. Courageous Love takes seriously the
fact that everyone is called to holiness, and offers sound, spiritual guidance to women of all
ages and backgrounds. Stacy Mitch holds a bachelor's degree in secondary education and has
worked as a high school religion teacher. She is a contributing author of the second edition of
the Faith and Life elementary catechism series. She resides in Steubenville, Ohio, with her
husband Curtis and their five children. About the Series: Intended for individual or group study,
our Courageous series examines the teaching of Sacred Scripture on women and the feminine
pursuit of holiness for women of all ages and walks of life. Each book includes a leader's guide
and study questions to help promote and direct discussion.
The message the world hears from the church in America is confusing. Many of us have drifted
so far from biblical teaching that those seeking our help cannot find it in the church. The picture
of God we present is so removed from biblical truth that even our own children are without
froundation and are leaving in great numbers. I do not accept the premise that the
non–churched world has rejected God; many have never heard the compelling unfiltered
Gospel truth preached with love. When we discard the biblical text and do not teach it to our
people we give away the power to help those really needing the church. The church must
make her own peace with God before the world can hear the voice of God from the church. Old
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Stories & Forgotten Lessons, Volume two is a Bible storybook written for adults. Volume two
contains the stories of Moses, Joshua, the Judges and the Book of Ruth. The stories are set in
time and place with secular history and each is self–contained with lessons gleaned from the
stories to help us live our lives in a world which often denies that God exist. These stories
should give us courage to face a society which often has angry words for those of us who
believe in God. Our children are facing a hostle world which is not their friend; they will often
feel isolate because of their belief. They need to know how the heros of our faith lived and led
successful lives.
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